
Light Painting and Using the Pixel Stick 
 

What is light painting? 

Light painting is a technique you can use to create fascinating images. To do it you need to 
photograph at night, use long exposure, have your camera on a tripod and have a light source. 
This can be a torch, fairylights, a pixelstick or even flame (be careful and safe). There is even 
lightpainting done with the lights of a city or from nature (lightning). You can divide light 
painting into two types, those that you do in front of the camera, and those you do with the 
camera.  
 
In 1889, artist Georges Demeny created the first known light painting photograph, 
“Pathological Walk From in Front”, by attaching incandescent bulbs to his assistant’s clothing 
and taking a long exposure. The technique was ground-breaking and became the touchstone 
for 125 years of unique and compelling works of art. Photographers have since added 
coloured lights and performed deft physical feats to capture interesting images, but the 
technology involved has remained remarkably similar to what Demeny used in that first 
image.  
 

1. Light painting with the camera: Using the camera to light paint is called kinetic light 
painting and involves techniques such as zoom bursts, or camera rotation. 

 

2. Lighting painting in front of the camera: You can also move lit or glowing objects in front 
of the camera during a long exposure, to paint the scene in front of the camera. 

In many cases the first time you do any light painting it will be to spell your name using 
sparklers or a flashlight. Now there is the Pixelstick, which makes light painting both easier 
to do, and more sophisticated. 

 

3. Now, let’s try one: Using your torch, try to make a shape or spell a word (remember to 
write it back-to-front!) whilst your shutter is open. Or, you can trace around an object or 
a person with your torch. 

 



How to do light painting 

 
Light painting is a long exposure technique, which you’ll need a tripod to achieve. You can 
follow the steps set out below: 

Choose a location and time of day that will be dark. You need to be able to expose for at 
least 10 seconds in most cases, so locations with less ambient light are ideal. 

1. Dress in black clothes, this will minimize the chance of you showing up in the photo. 

2. Place your camera on a tripod, and compose your scene. As you’re light painting, make 
sure there is enough space within the composition set aside for the design. In other 
words, plan where and how big the light design will be, then make sure it will all be 
contained inside the frame. 

3. Take the light source into the scene you composed, turn it on, and leave it in front of the 
camera. 

4. Turn on your camera’s LiveView function, and focus on the light source using manual 
focus (use the + or zoom button to show a magnified view which will make it easier for 
you to focus). Leave the camera in manual focus to make sure your focus point remains 
the same. 

5. Set the camera’s self-timer to 10 seconds, and begin the countdown. If you have a 
remote shutter release you may prefer to use that to trigger their camera. 

6. While the camera is counting down, move into position in front of the camera with your 
light source in hand. 

7. Just before the shutter releases, begin your light painting pattern. 

8. Carry out any light painting you wish to do. Then, once you have finished painting, turn 
off your light source and move out of the frame. 

9. Go back to your camera and wait for the exposure to finish. Check your result and 
repeat if necessary. 

 


